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Elm, Lime and Middle Neolithic
Cultivation —an Interesting Problem

Hans Göransson

This arttcle deals with the interprett&tion of a pollen diagram closc to the Alvastra pile-
dwelling. Östergötland. The tradttional vtev, of a regression in human activtty during the
Middle 3&teolithic is questioned and an alternative view is put lorward.

Han» Gitt. unsson, Deput(ntent of gtt&ttet ttaty Geolog&, Torna&c I 3,

S-22S 6.3 Lund, Sn eden,

As thi» first edition of CSA deals with "prob-
lems" I find it appropriate to present a pollen
diagram section from the Dags mosse bog.
This bog is situated in the westernmost part of
the province of Östergötland, between the
hill Omberg and Lake Takern. The Alvastra

spring mire borders on the southern part of
the Dags mosse bog. In this spring mire the

Alvastra pile-dwel ling is situated.
The archaeologists have demonstrated that

the Al va»tra pile-dwelling wa» a community
center —a cult site —in a rich countryside. The
size of the population in this community was

probably about 130 persons who lived around
—or in the vicinity of —the Dags mosse bog
(for archaeological reference»; see Browall
1986).

Very many carbonized grains of barley
and emmer wheat have been found in the

occupation layer of the Alva»tra pile-dwell-

ing. Carbonized»eeds of weeds from arable
land such as, for in»tance, At.te»ti sia ttu(gutis
and Po(yyonutn co»voivuiua have been re-

corded. Bones of cattle and»heep have been
found in the occupation layer (During 1986).
Thus during "Alvastra time" arable lands

existed on high ground and grazed areas oc-
curred both on high and wet ground.

We know exactly where the level which

corresponds to "Alvastra time" is to be placed
in the Dags mosse diagram. Astonishingly
not a»ingle cereal pollen grain i» recorded at

this level and the grazing activities are ex-

tremely difficult to trace in the pollen diagram

(no P(untago (attceo(ata present). Instead we

observe a regeneration of elm and lime and a

strong decline of birch at the "Alva»tra time"
level (= 4450 B.P). According to tradition,
thi» should disclose that the Early Neolithic
"expansion " had ended and that the Middle
Neolithic "regression" had begun. II' the Al-

va»tra pile-dwel ling had not been discovered

(by chance!) then we would have believed in

thi» "regression" hypothesis.
The pollen diagram from the Dags mosse

bog thus resemble» many —or mo»t! —other
diagrams from»outhern Sweden. Fir»t an elm

decline which everywhere has a C14-age of c.
51SO B.P. (Tl/2 = 5568). Also lime (Tilia)
declines at thi» level a» does ash (Ftztvinu»)
where this species has high values (as, for
instance, in Scania). Above the elm decline
level birch (Betu(u) ri»es strong ly. Thi» c. 650
C14-year long period with low values l or elm,
lime and ash and high value» for birch reflects
—according to tradition —the Early Neolithic
"expan»ion phase". Then comes the Middle
Neolithic "regression pha»e", which is char-
acterized by a dec line of birch and an increase
of elm, lime and ash.

The diagram from the Dags mosse bog
discloses that the increa»e of elm and lime c.
700 C14-year» after the elm decline does not
reflect a regression of cultivation of cereals or
of grazing activil. ies the occupation layer
from the pile-dwelling shows the opposite
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the Dags Mosse Bog
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The Poll«» dia grant from rhe Dars moss«bog. "Alr risrra time" (= "Al»astra Irile d» elli»g time") is niarkr rl

by a lirre.

(Göran»son 1987, 1991).Thu» it is not neces-
sary to assume that other pollen diagrams
from southern Sweden reflect a regression of
agriculture at the level where elm and lime

(and a»h) regenerate after the elm decline.
It i», indeed, a problem that we are so

attached to tradition that we still believe that

high values of elm and lime reflect an absence
—or decline —of agriculture.

English revised by Laura Wrang.
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